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2.1 Notes: Key Features of a Linear Graph

Learning Target: I can identify the key features of a linear graph: slope, x & y intercepts,
domain, range.

Example 1: Marlene has signed up for Yoga classes at her local gym. lt costs her StZ to join and then Sg for
one class a week. The Yoga class special is running for 4 montht. (tl trQl*{)
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1.Use the scenario to create data points. Create a

table and a graph of this data.

2. ls this situatio,@or continuous data?

Should we connect these poinls with a line?
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3. What is the rate of chanse?
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4. What does the rate of change represent in

thissituarion? 6os/ ff W4 c/a$
5. How is the rate of change in this situation {/Ig
visible in the graph? What do we call the rateKf

jhglggon the graPh? Art.ru*n1-
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6. What is the x-intercept? What does the
x-intercept represent.in this situation?
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7. What is the v-intercept? What does tbe
y-intercept represent in this situation? (e, n)
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8. What is the4Eg4g[!g Uoiliin for Marlene's
situation? Are there any rrlr"r that would be \
unreasonable to include? \
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9. What is the reasonable {*i"for Marlene's
situation? Are there any values that would be
unreasonable to include?
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10. Write an equation in function notation to represent the situation. /J-
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2.1" Notes: Key Features of a Linear Graph

Example 2: Reid is taking a trip to see his family in Nebraska. His gas tank will hold a maximum of L5 gallons

of gas. He will use 3 gallons of gas each hour he drives.
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1.Use the scenario to create data points. Create a table and a graph of this data.
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2. Is this situation discrete or
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3. What is the rate of change?

7 7a//o"t
4. What does the rate of change

represent in this situation?
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5. How is the rate of change in this

situation visible in the graph? What do

we call the rate of change on the graph?
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6. What is the x-intercept? What doesthe!- 6 
,

x-intercept represent in this situation? 6 O)
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7. what i' th:;;#;;;"rii fu.,., does the ,! .9 ,
y-intercept represe.nt in this situation? (0, tS1
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8. What is the reasonable O#ain for Reid's \
situation? Are theie any values that would be S
unreasonable to inco?iil-ltg R
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9. What is the reasonable {ni"for Reid's situation?
Are there any values that would be unreasonable to
include? O 4 q,c/bnrc '- 6
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10. Write an equation in function notation to represent the situation. dfx) :'3x/l{


